Introduction
Bladder cancer is the most common urological malignancy and a major cause of mortality in the elderly population in China. 1 Although the mortality rate of bladder cancer has decreased, approximately 30% of patients have muscle-invasive bladder cancer (MIBC, pathologically classified as ≥T2 using the American Joint Committee on Cancer TNM staging system) at the time of the initial diagnosis, and the tumor may rapidly progress and metastasize, resulting in a poor prognosis. 2 Currently, radical cystectomy (RC) and chemoradiotherapy are considered the main treatments for MIBC. 3 However, many patients with MIBC develop a metastatic disease within 2 years of diagnosis and usually succumb to their disease. 4 Therefore, investigations of the mechanism that promotes MIBC progression and the identification of new molecular prognostic biomarkers are crucial.
With the development of high-throughput sequencing technology, numerous studies have reported key genes associated with cancer progression. However, the identification of genes associated with the progression of MIBC remains challenging. Interest in the biological roles of long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) in cancer progression and development has increased. 5 The lncRNAs, ranging from 200 nucleotides to 100 kb in length, can regulate gene expression at the transcriptional, posttranscriptional and epigenetic levels. 6 Aberrantly expressed lncRNAs are associated with various human tumors, such as squamous cell lung carcinoma, renal cell carcinoma, breast cancer and glioblastoma. [7] [8] [9] [10] In bladder cancer, lncRNAs may function as oncogenes or tumor suppressors and potentially affect the prognosis of patients. For example, upregulated expression of the lncRNA UCA1 promotes the proliferation and invasion of bladder cancer, and lncRNA MALAT-1 might contribute to the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) and metastasis of bladder cancer in vitro by activating the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. 11, 12 However, the molecular mechanisms by which lncRNAs regulate the progression and development of MIBC remain largely unknown. The formation and development of tumors are complex processes regulated by gene networks, and lncRNAs may interact with miRNAs, mRNAs or other molecules with regulatory capacities. The competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA) hypothesis was proposed as a novel regulatory mechanism between noncoding RNAs and coding RNAs. 13 Notably, lncRNAs may act as ceRNAs to interact with miRNAs through miRNA response elements (MREs) and thereby regulate mRNA expression. Accumulating data have confirmed this complex crosstalk of the ceRNA network in many diseases, particularly in cancer. According to Zheng et al 14 , the lncRNA HOTAIR promotes cell migration and invasion by regulating MKL1 expression through the inhibition of miR206 expression in HeLa cells. Wu et al 15 showed that the lncRNA MEG3 inhibited the progression of prostate cancer by modulating miR-9-5p expression. However, studies employing large samples to investigate the ceRNA mechanisms of lncRNAs in MIBC are still rare, and the relationships between lncRNAs and the clinical features of MIBC are unclear.
In this study, we obtained RNA sequencing data from 373 MIBC tissue samples and 19 adjacent nontumor bladder tissue samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database. Subsequently, we constructed an lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA ceRNA regulatory network and discovered specific lncRNA markers in the MIBC tissue samples. Moreover, we analyzed the correlations between these specific lncRNAs and clinical features of MIBC. More importantly, we used tissue samples from our patients and bladder cancer cells to verify the bioinformatics analysis results using quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). The findings from the present study not only improve our understanding of the function of lncRNAs in the ceRNA network but also provide potential diagnostic biomarkers for MIBC.
Methods

Patients and samples
Information from 430 patients was obtained from TCGA (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/). Additionally, RNA expression profiles and clinical data (age, gender, neoplasm histologic grade, tumor stage and pathologic TNM stage information) were also extracted from TCGA. The exclusion criteria were: (1) a pathologic diagnosis (Tis and T1) of a condition other than MIBC, (2) preoperative radiochemotherapy, (3) a lack of complete data for analysis, and (4) the presence of other malignancies. As a result, 373 tumor tissue samples and 19 adjacent nontumor bladder tissue samples were obtained for further analysis (Table 1) . The study followed the publication guidelines provided by TCGA (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/publications/publica tionguidelines). In addition, 32 pairs of MIBC and paracarcinoma tissue samples were collected from patients without other malignancies who did not receive preoperative radiotherapy or chemotherapy at the Wuhan No. 1 Hospital, Tongji Medical College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology. The tissues were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after surgery and stored until RNA extraction. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients, and was in accordance with RNA sequencing data (RNA-Seq2 level 3 data) from human MIBC (pathologic stage T2~T4) samples were collected from the TCGA data portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer. gov/, platform: Illumina HiSeq 2,000 RNA Sequencing, through Dec, 2018). In addition, the level 3 miRNA sequencing data, which were downloaded from TCGA, were obtained from Illumina HiSeq 2,000 miRNAseq platforms. No further normalization was needed, as TCGA had already normalized the RNA (lncRNA, mRNA and miRNA) sequencing expression profile data. Then, we divided the samples into 4 groups (adjacent nontumor; and tumor stages Ⅱ, Ⅲ and Ⅳ) and used Empirical Analysis of Digital Gene Expression Data in R (edgeR) to compare differences in the expression levels of RNAs between stage II tumor tissues and adjacent nontumor bladder tissues, between stage III tumor tissues and adjacent nontumor bladder tissues, between stage IV tumor tissues and adjacent nontumor bladder tissues and between all tumor tissues and adjacent nontumor bladder tissues (P≤0.05, log 2 fold change (logFC) >2.0, false discovery rate (FDR)<0.01). Next, we identified intersections of differentially expressed lncRNAs, miRNAs and mRNAs from the 4 comparison groups for hierarchical clustering and further bioinformatics analyses. The flow chart below shows the framework used in this study ( Figure 1 ).
Functional enrichment analysis
A Gene Ontology (GO) analysis contains three domains: molecular functions (MFs), cellular components (CCs) and biological processes (BPs). The GO database (http://www. geneontology.org) was used to analyze differentially expressed intersecting mRNAs. The MFs, CCs and BPs of up-and downregulated mRNAs were identified. The potential functions of the aberrantly expressed intersecting mRNAs involved in signaling pathways were analyzed using the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (http://www.kegg.jp). In addition, the relationships among the enriched clusters from the GO and KEGG pathway analyses were visualized using Metascape (http://www.metascape.org/).
Construction of the lncRNA-miRNAmRNA ceRNA network
The lncRNA-miRNA-mRNA ceRNA network was constructed based on the ceRNA hypothesis that lncRNAs regulate the activity of mRNAs by sequestering and binding miRNAs, thereby acting as miRNA sponges. The lncRNA-miRNA interactions were predicted by miRcode databases (http://www.mircode.org/), and the Starbase (http://starbase.sysu.edu.cn/), miRDB (http://mirdb.org/) and TargetScan (http://www.targetscan.org/vert_72/) databases were used to identify the target mRNAs to establish the ceRNA network. Then, the differentially expressed intersecting lncRNAs, miRNAs and mRNAs were retained to construct a ceRNA network. The ceRNA network was visualized using Cytoscape v3.6. Weighted gene coexpression network analysis (WGCNA)
The scale-free coexpression network was constructed using the "WGCNA" 16 package in R to reveal the correlated gene modules and clinical features. First, aberrantly expressed lncRNA matrices from 373 MIBC samples and complete clinical data were evaluated to determine whether the samples and genes were of sufficient quality. Outlier samples were removed to ensure that the results of the constructed coexpression network were reliable. Next, the coexpression similarity matrix was transformed into an adjacency matrix by choosing an appropriate soft-thresholding power β value. Then, a topological matrix was established using the topological overlap measures (TOM), and average linkage hierarchical clustering was performed according to the TOM-based dissimilarity measure. Finally, the coexpression gene modules and moduletrait relationships were identified using the dynamic hybrid cut method (a bottom-up algorithm). Moreover, gene significance (GS) was calculated to measure the correlation between gene expression and sample traits (age, gender, neoplasm histologic grade, tumor stage and pathologic TNM stage), and module significance (MS) was calculated to identify the correlations between modules and sample traits. Statistically significant modules were identified with P<0.05.
Survival analysis
Kaplan-Meier survival curves were generated to evaluate the prognostic value of the lncRNAs in the ceRNA network using the R package "survival" (https://CRAN.Rproject.org/package=survival). For the overall survival (OS) analysis, the 373 patients were divided into 2 groups according to median expression of the lncRNAs (high vs low). The survival curves of samples with low expression of the lncRNAs and high expression of the lncRNAs were compared using the log-rank test. P<0.05 indicated statistically significant differences.
Cell culture
Five human bladder cancer cell lines (T24, J82, UM-UC-3, TCCSUP and SW780) and a human immortalized uroepithelial cell line (SV-HUC-1) were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA, US). Cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Thermo Scientific HyClone, Logan, UT, USA), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 μg/ml streptomycin at 37°C and 5% CO 2 .
qRT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted using the Trizol Reagent kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and was reverse transcribed into cDNAs by using PrimeScript RT-polymerase (Takara, Dalian, China). Real-time PCR was performed on the cDNA templates using specific primers (Sangon, Shanghai, China) and the SYBR master mix (Takara, Dalian, China). The relative expression levels of the lncRNAs were calculated as a ratio normalized to GAPDH expression. Comparative quantification was performed using the 2 −ΔΔCt method. The sequences of the specific primers used in the present study are listed below. LINC00518 (ENSG00000183674): F, 5ʹ-GCTGTATAGAAGG TGCTAATG-3ʹ; and R, 5ʹ-AGTAGAG GCTAGAACTGGA A-3ʹ. ADAMTS9-AS1 (ENSG0000024 1158): F, 5ʹ-ACTTCTTGCCATTCCTCTG-3ʹ; and R, 5ʹ-CTGTCTT CTTAGTGCTCTGT-3ʹ. MIR137HG (ENSG000 00225206): F, 5ʹ-GGTGGATAATAC GGATTACG-3ʹ; and R, 5ʹ-GCTGTGGTGAGTCAAGAT-3ʹ. LINC00525 (ENSG000 00146666): F, 5ʹ-TACATCCACGAAGCAGATT-3ʹ; and R, 5ʹ-CAACGCA AGAGTTAGTCAG-3ʹ. AC110491.1 (ENSG 00000261292): F, 5ʹ-ACATACAAGGC TATCAGACA-3ʹ; and R, 5ʹ-TGAGACA GAGGACAGAAGA-3. GAPDH (ENSG00000111640): F, 5ʹ-TGAAGGTCGGAGT CAACG G-3ʹ; and R, 5ʹ-CCTGGA AGATGGTGATGGG-3ʹ.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by R Studio (R version 3.5.1) and SPSS 19.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Differentially expressed RNAs were identified using edgeR from R Studio. Two-tailed unpaired Student's ttest was used to compare the differences between two groups. Differences were considered statistically significant when P<0.05. Figure 2A ) from these mRNAs (493 upregulated and 643 downregulated). We performed GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses using Metascape to determine the potential functions of these dysregulated mRNAs. The GO terms of in which the upregulated genes were enriched were mainly DNA packaging complexes, mitotic nuclear division and transcription regulation in the mitotic cell cycle ( Figure 3A ), while the main functions of the downregulated mRNAs involved muscle system processes, the regulation of membrane potential and the extracellular matrix ( Figure 3B ). The significant KEGG pathways in which the upregulated genes were enriched mainly included the cell cycle, transcriptional misregulation in cancer, the IL-17 signaling pathway and the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) signaling pathway ( Figure  4A ). The pathways associated with the downregulated mRNAs included pathways associated with cancer, the MAPK signaling pathway, proteoglycans in cancer and cell adhesion molecules ( Figure 4B ). Based on the results of the functional enrichment analyses, these dysregulated mRNAs participated in carcinogenesis and the development of MIBC by regulating related BPs and key pathways.
Results
Differentially expressed mRNAs and their functions in MIBC
Prediction of miRNA targets and construction of the ceRNA network
A total of 263 differentially expressed lncRNAs (181 upregulated and 82 downregulated) were identified between MIBC tissues and adjacent nontumor tissues, and the tumor tissues from patients with stage II, III and IV MIBC were compared to adjacent nontumor tissues ( Figure 2B ). Subsequently, we identified 115 aberrantly expressed miRNAs (96 upregulated and 19 downregulated) by selecting the intersections of specific miRNAs across the 4 comparison groups ( Figure 2C ). Then, we focused on the target relationships between these 115 miRNAs and 263 specific lncRNAs identified above. Finally, 13 specific miRNAs were predicted to target 30 specific lncRNAs (Tables 2 and 3) , based on the analysis using miRcode.
In the next step, we chose the 13 miRNAs mentioned above to predict targeted mRNAs using the TargetScan, Starbase and miRDB databases. We then compared the predicted mRNAs to the 1136 intersecting specific mRNAs and obtained the mRNAs present in both databases. Finally, 11 specific miRNAs (hsa-mir-301b and hsa-mir-143 did not target mRNAs from the intersecting specific mRNAs) were identified to interact with the 32 intersecting mRNAs (Table 4) . Some of these targeted mRNAs are cancer-associated genes, such as AKAP12, EPHA7, ZEB1, TMEM100, FGF2, E2F7 and BTG2. Based on the aforementioned data, the lncRNAmiRNA-mRNA ceRNA network was established and visualized using Cytoscape 3.6. As shown in Figure 5A , 30 lncRNAs, 13 miRNAs and 32 mRNAs were involved in the proposed network. Regression analyses were performed between the expression levels of the key lncRNAs and mRNAs in the ceRNA network to further validate the prediction. The expression levels of the lncRNAs AC110491.1 and ADAMTS9-AS1 were also positively correlated with the mRNAs AKAP12, EPHA7 or TMEM100, suggesting that AC110491.1 and ADAMTS9-AS1 competitively bound to MREs in hsa-mir-141-3p, hsa-mir-183-5p or hsa-mir-195-5p to prevent the miRNA-mediated inhibition of target gene expression ( Figure 5B ).
The correlations between MIBC-specific lncRNAs and clinical features
We performed a WGCNA to construct a gene coexpression network, identify the correlations between the specific lncRNAs and clinical features, including age, gender, neoplasm histologic grade, tumor stage and pathologic TNM stage, and further study the 30 key lncRNAs in the ceRNA network. Finally, 9 gene modules were identified using the dynamic tree cutting method. We then analyzed the relationship between the gene modules and the clinical features of the sample ( Figure 6 ). The lncRNAs from the modules with the highest positive or negative scores that correlated with clinical features were selected to intersect with lncRNAs from the ceRNA network. As shown in Table 5 , the aberrant expression of 3 lncRNAs (MIR137HG, LINC00460 and TM4SF19-AS1) significantly correlated with the tumor stage and pathologic T stage, 9 lncRNAs (C2orf48, C20orf197, AP002478.1, LINC00518, AC073352.1, C9orf163, IGF2-AS, DLEU7-AS1 and AC078778.1) significantly correlated with the neoplasm histologic grade, the expression of 3 lncRNAs Figure 7A ). We constructed a coexpression network based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (|cor|>0.4, P<0.01) between MIR137HG and the mRNAs to predict the potential targets of MIR137HG. Three hundred mRNAs potentially targeted MIR137HG, and the expression levels of the top 20 mRNAs that were potentially positively or negatively correlated with MIR137HG are shown as a heatmap in Figure 7B . Subsequently, enrichment analyses based on GO and KEGG pathways were performed to predict the potential functions of all mRNAs targeted by MIR137HG. The results from the GO and KEGG analyses showed that MIR137HG may be involved in epithelial cell differentiation and the PPAR signaling pathway (Table 6 ).
qRT-PCR verification of representative lncRNAs in MIBC tissue samples and bladder cancer cell lines
We randomly chose 6 lncRNAs (MIR137HG, LINC00525, AC110491.1, ERVH48-1, LINC00518 and ADAMTS9-AS1) from the ceRNA network to investigate their expression patterns in 32 paired samples from patients with MIBC and 5 bladder cancer cell lines (T24, J82, UM-UC-3,TCCSUP and SW780) using qRT-PCR to verify the reliability and validity of the above bioinformatics analysis results. As shown in Figure 8A and B, the expression of 4 lncRNAs (MIR137HG, LINC00525, ERVH48-1 and LINC00518) was upregulated, while the expression of AC110491.1 and ADAMTS9-AS1 was downregulated in MIBC tissues and bladder cancer cells (T24, J82, UM-UC-3, TCCSUP and SW780) compared with the expression in adjacent nontumor bladder tissues and the immortalized SV-HUC-1 uroepithelial cells, respectively. The results were consistent with the results of the bioinformatics analysis described above. A subsequent analysis was performed to correlate the expression of these 6 lncRNAs with clinical features. As shown in Figure 8C -E, LINC00518 significantly correlated with the neoplasm histologic grade, MIR137HG significantly correlated with the pathologic T stage, LINC00525 significantly correlated with the pathologic N stage and ERVH48-1 significantly correlated with the pathologic M stage. Thus, bioinformatics analysis described above was reliable and valid.
Discussion
Based on accumulating evidence, lncRNAs play central roles in cancer development and progression. Notably, lncRNAs can regulate various BPs, including cell proliferation, apoptosis, invasion, immune response and development. [17] [18] [19] [20] Although the exact mechanism is unclear, an increasing number of researchers have focused on ceRNA coexpression networks in which lncRNAs may affect the expression of proteincoding genes by interacting with miRNAs. Recent studies have confirmed several potential ceRNAs in various human tumors, such as renal cell carcinoma, lung adenocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma and gastric cancer. correlations between the expression of 5 cancer-specific lncRNAs (BCRP3, LINC00472, CHIAP2, BMS1P20 and UNQ6494) and OS in patients with lung adenocarcinoma and confirmed that the 5 lncRNAs were independent predictors of prognosis using a univariate Cox regression analysis. However, the potential function of the ceRNA network in MIBC is still poorly understood.
In the present study, we first identified 263 lncRNAs, 115 miRNAs and 1,136 mRNAs that were aberrantly expressed in tumor stages II~IV of MIBC according to data from TCGA. Using GO and KEGG analyses, we determined the functions and signaling pathways in which these aberrantly expressed mRNAs were involved. Subsequently, we used bioinformatics tools to establish a ceRNA coexpression network with 30 lncRNAs, 13 miRNAs and 32 mRNAs. We further analyzed the correlations between lncRNAs and mRNAs in the ceRNA network. We also investigated the relationships between the lncRNAs that were involved in the ceRNA network and clinical features and identified 1 key lncRNA from the ceRNA network that was related to OS. These results were verified in MIBC tissue samples from 32 patients and 5 bladder cancer cell lines (T24, J82, UM-UC-3, TCCSUP and SW780) using qRT-PCR. The GO and KEGG pathway analyses of the 1,136 intersecting mRNAs identified the important BPs and pathways in MIBC, most of which were classic pathways and BPs that play critical roles in bladder cancer, such as transcriptional misregulation in cancer, the MAPK signaling pathway, and the cell cycle. Interestingly, some of the other novel BPs and pathways involved in MIBC progression and development, such as muscle system processes, DNA packaging complexes, calcium signaling pathways and protein digestion, supplemented the findings of previous studies.
Based on the ceRNA hypothesis, we selected the lncRNAs, miRNAs and mRNAs that were aberrantly expressed in MIBC to construct a MIBC ceRNA network using bioinformatics tools (miRcode, TargetScan, Starbase and miRDB). This ceRNA network provided considerable information to improve our understanding of the key role of lncRNAmediated gene regulatory networks in MIBC development. From the ceRNA network, we ultimately identified 30 lncRNAs, 13 miRNAs and 32 mRNAs that formed a complex network. For example, mRNAs such as ZEB1, TGFBR3, E2F7 and HOXC13 were regulated by multiple lncRNAs (LINC00525, MIR137HG and HCG22) through a pathway mediated by miRNAs (miR-141-3p, miR-31-5p and miR-195-5p). These results were consistent with the GO and KEGG enrichment analyses, suggesting that transcriptional misregulation in cancer is involved in MIBC progression. Moreover, the results from the ceRNA network also revealed that 2 downregulated lncRNAs (AC110491.1 and ADAMTS9-AS1) were positively correlated with the expression of 3 tumor suppressor protein-coding genes (AKAP12, EPHA7 and TMEM100). A-kinase anchoring protein 12 (AKAP12) is a kinase scaffold protein with known tumor suppressor activity that is involved in the development and progression of a variety of tumors.
27 AKAP12 expression is downregulated in prostate cancer, colon cancer and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), and the downregulated expression of AKAP12 is associated with a poor prognosis and high recurrence rates after treatment. 28 EPHA7 is a member of the tyrosine kinase receptor family that exerts negative effects on cancer cell proliferation, migration, and adhesion, depending on the presence of membrane-bound ephrin ligands and coreceptors. 29 According to Li et al 30 , the downregulation of EPHA7 suppresses prostate cancer malignancy by targeting the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway. TMEM100 is a novel gene that was first identified as a transcript from the mouse genome in 2001.
31 TMEM100 was recently shown to inhibit the proliferation of lung cancer cells, and TMEM100 may function as a novel tumor suppressor gene in HCC proliferation and metastasis. 32, 33 According to the aforementioned conclusion, we speculated that AC110491.1 and ADAMTS9-AS1 might function as tumor suppressors in MIBC, as AKAP12, EPHA7 and TMEM100 were coexpressed with AC110491.1 and ADAMTS9-AS1, and this coexpression was mediated by miRNAs. We then used a recently developed methodology to construct a weighted gene coexpression network and analyze the correlations between the expression of specific lncRNAs from the ceRNA network and several clinical features, such as age, gender, neoplasm histologic grade, tumor stage and pathologic TNM stage. Seventeen of 30 lncRNAs from the ceRNA network were significantly associated with clinical features. Twelve of these 17 lncRNAs were reported to be associated with cancer. For example, LINC00460, which is upregulated by CBP/P300, promotes carcinogenesis in esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.
34 LINC00518 contributes to multidrug resistance in breast cancer. 35 However, no report has described the correlation between MIBC and the expression of the aforementioned lncRNAs. Therefore, we analyzed the association between the expression of 17 clinical cancer featurespecific lncRNAs and OS, and we found that only MIR137HG was significantly associated with the OS of patients with MIBC. MIR137HG has been reported to be associated with the genetic basis of schizophrenia. 36 Since previous studies have rarely reported the biological functions of MIR137HG in cancer, we further performed GO and KEGG enrichment analyses of the mRNAs that were coexpressed with MIR137HG to explore the functions of MIR137HG. MIR137HG may function as an oncogene in MIBC by regulating epithelial cell differentiation, cytokine production, the PPAR signaling pathway and TNF signaling pathway. In our study, we predicted that miR-31-5p was targeted by MIR137HG based on the analysis using miRcode. Meanwhile, the results from the TargetScan, Starbase and miRDB databases further revealed that miR-31-5p targeted the 3ʹ untranslated regions (3ʹUTR) of HOXC13 ( Figure 5 ). Based on this findings, MIR137HG/miR-31-5p/HOXC13 may represent a ceRNA network that is involved in the tumorigenesis of MIBC. Recently, miR-31 was shown to play dual roles in tumor development. Lv et al 37 reported that miR-31
functions as a oncomiR to promote breast cancer formation by regulating the TGFβ and Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathways. However, Creighton et al 38 observed anti-proliferative and pro-apoptosis effects of miR-31 on prostate cancer, osteosarcoma and ovarian cancer. Thus, miR-31 might regulate different biological processes in different cancers, depending on the cellular origin of the tumor. HOXC13, a member of the homeobox HOXC gene family, has been reported to correlate with the development of cancers such as colon cancer, 39 esophageal squamous cell carcinoma 40 and skin tumors.
41
HOXC13 promotes proliferation and inhibits apoptosis in cancers by regulating numerous biological processes and signaling pathways, including the EMT 42 and TNF signaling pathway. 43 Based on this indirect evidence, MIR137HG functions as an lncRNA-associated ceRNA to promote the progression of MIBC by regulating the expression of miR-31-5p and HOXC13. Because the development of cancer is a complex biological process correlated with multiple genes, the functions of MIR137HG will be further verified in vivo and in vitro in our future research. Finally, we randomly selected 6 lncRNAs from the ceRNA network (MIR137HG, LINC00525, AC110491.1, ERVH48-1, LINC00518 and ADAMTS9-AS1) and detected their expression in 32 paired MIBC tissue samples and 5 bladder cancer cell lines using qRT-PCR to validate the findings from our bioinformatics analysis. We also analyzed the correlations between the expression of the 6 lncRNAs and clinical features. The expression data from TCGA were highly consistent with the results of the verification experiment using separate MIBC tissue samples and bladder cancer cell lines. These results further support the conclusions based on our bioinformatics analysis.
Conclusions
In the present study, we successfully identified numerous potential prognostic genes and determined their functions and the signaling pathways in which they participate in MIBC. Moreover, we constructed an lncRNA-miRNAmRNA ceRNA regulatory network to explore the potential roles of lncRNAs in MIBC. Importantly, we further studied the correlation between these key lncRNAs and clinical features, which might serve as a reference for future research. Our findings provide novel insights into and a better understanding of the lncRNA-associated ceRNA network in MIBC. Further studies are needed to completely elucidate the effects of these genes on the development of bladder cancer.
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